
 

Raptorology 101 Pre-Visit Review 

Synopsis 
A 60-minute program offered to 1st - 8th grade students. In this 
exciting program, students see live birds of prey up close. As 
ornithologists, they will compare and contrast the traits and 
adaptations of hawks, falcons, owls, and other birds of prey. Students 
will play games and participate in hands-on activities, gaining 
knowledge that will aid them in playing our “Raptorology 101” game 
show. (Program content varies based on grade level and curriculum 
standards.) Presentation Tuition: $6/student (minimum 20, maximum 
40 per session). Assembly Tuition: $385/1st assembly, $55 for each 
additional assembly on the same day. (Up to 150 students per 
assembly). 

Objectives 
Students will be able to: 

o Identify the characteristics of a Bird of Prey. 
o State the ecological function of Birds of Prey in an ecosystem. 
o State why Habitat is important to the conservation of Birds of 

Prey. 
o State Adaptations of different Birds of Prey and the prey they 

feed on. 
 

Concepts and Vocabulary 
o All Animals have adaptations, which are something on the 

animal’s body that help them to survive in their habitat. 
o The word VORE in Carnivore means “diet of”  
o Carnivore- An animal that has a diet of meat 
o Predator- An animal that hunts another animal 
o Prey-  An animal that gets hunted by another animal 
o To remember if something is a predator or a prey, remember 

this rhyme: Eyes on the front, likes to hunt, eyes on the side, 
likes to hide 



o All birds and only birds have feathers 
o A raptor is another term for bird of prey 
o Different birds have different feet and beaks depending on what 

they eat and where they live. 
o The three things that make a bird of prey a bird of prey are: 

o Hood curved beak- for ripping apart flesh and tearing 
meat 
o Sharp Talons- For catching and killing prey. 
o Binocular Vision- for being able to see prey from a long 
distance. 

o Owls are nocturnal and have serated feathers to help with silent 
flight. 

o Hawks rely on thermal drafts to soar. They also have wings for 
soaring. 

o Falcons have wings shaped for diving at high speeds. 
o The four types of Birds of Prey are Owls, Hawks, Falcons, and 

Eagles.  
 

 
 
 
 


